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Body Shop

Luigi has always considered
himself an artist in photography;
it is only recently that he decided
to dedicate a significant portion of
his time to photography. His
academic and professional
background is not related with
either art or photography; in fact
he trained as a researcher and
clinical psychologist. He worked
as a research scientist with the
Canadian Armed Forces, then a
clinical psychologist in various
community and institutional
settings, and most recently as a
full time faculty at John Abbott
College in Montreal. He has a
Ph.D., Clinical Psychology from
the University of Ottawa and one
of his published papers
highlighted the effects of sleep
loss on team decision making:
motivational loss or motivational
gain?

While several issues provided the impetus
for taking photographs, one issue in
particular was most significant. A
mannequin is nothing more than a proxy
for human form and outward appearance;
their roles as disparate as crash test
dummies to models for the fashion
industry. He could not but help project
human subjective qualities from comic to
horrific onto their bodies even though he
tried in vain to remain with the abstract.
Photographs of juxtaposed mannequin
parts continued to present a psychological
burden as they became a non-trivial
problem of distinguishing the percept (the
mannequin), from his subjective response
(the concept). This tension between the
real and the imagined, the true and the
make believe, was central to his thoughts
throughout the project.

One of the important issues that motivate
him is the relation between the viewer and
the photograph. This is a central issue in
the recent history of photography, and one
that he considered in this series of images.
Recent historical shifts in photography
resulted in the individual viewer gaining
significant responsibility with respect to
“making sense” of photographs. He
suggests that the viewer is a necessary
accomplice in the making of a photograph.
Accordingly, the important elements of his
photographs are conceptual and firmly
rooted in the viewers’ psyche. This motive
clearly stems from his professional
interest in psychology, and forms a bridge
between his professional training and
artistic interests.

In the summer of 1978 his father asked
that he take the pictures during a family
vacation in Italy. He was immediately
fascinated with the world he saw through
the tiny rangefinder of a Kodak Instamatic.
He now cherishes the Kodachromes that
remain of his father, mother, and brother,
in a time long gone, time has taken his
father, but the pictures remain. The early
snapshots also represent a coming-of-age
of his teenage years; socially awkward and
insecure. Picture taking was an

opportunity to engage the world in a way
that his natural disposition did not allow.
This excitement has not changed with the
passing of time; in fact it has grown
stronger.

Most of his photographs are made with a
Mamiya medium format rangefinder using
TMax 400 B&W film and available light. His
subject matter and approach are
completely dependent on the issue or
concept he is exploring. He is not a
landscape photographer in the traditional
sense and is more interested in finding
new solutions to photographic issues than
in developing an expertise in a particular
genre or specialty of photography.

The subject matter that excites him the
most is that which shows traces of human
presence or existence rather than
photographs of real people. He prefers to
photograph the artefacts of human
presence which hit very close to home and
serve many functions in addition to being
perceptually representative of their
makers. It’s the recursive character of
these artefacts in particular that interested
Luigi.
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The photographers that have had the
greatest impact on his work are those that
have pushed the boundaries of
photography as an art form. For example,
the photographs of Jeff Wall demonstrate
how surface banality can contain multiple
layers of meanings and references. His
photographs engage and challenge the
viewer to consider issues, such as
theatricality, that were previously only
associated with painting. Similarly, the
museum photographs of Thomas Struth
challenge the viewer to reconsider the
context in which works of art are revered.
These photographers demonstrated what
photography can be. His training as a
scientist conditioned him to observe and
interpret the world as objectively as
possible. By objectively he explains that
not as a machine would, but rather with as
few preconceptions as humanly possible.
This objective stance is constantly
“threatened” by his psychological history.
Indeed, he attempts to exploit his own
insecurities and vulnerabilities while
making photographs. It is by way of this
tension between objectivity and subjectivity
that his photographs emerge.

His greatest achievement so far has been
to develop the courage to finally submit
photographs for publication! He has
worked in isolation for far too long; even
his closest family members are all but
unaware of the photographs in the “body
shop” series. Their preconceived notions
are that he takes photographs at family
gatherings. It’s not easy to show the world
a different and entirely unexpected part of
yourself.

The following images are his first
publication to show his family and the
world his photographic prowess. Interested
galleries who want to exhibit his work and
view more of his projects should contact
him directly.

Contact e:luigi@luigipasto.com
web: www.luigipasto.com
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